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The research on social norms which spans many disciplines like sociology,
economic and law is a noticeable academic trend in American academia since the
mid-20th century and have gained fruitful achievements. During the process of
research on social norms, scholars enriched and expanded the former theoretical
method as well as put forward many new and deep insights. Then the problems worth
thing about are theoretical and practical background of this research trend, the
development path of this academia trend, the important theoretical works and
significant shortage of it.
This paper firstly analyzes the academic background and practical reason of the
emergence of the research on social norms and elaborates the theoretical concerns
scholars wanted to achieve and the practical problems they want to resolve through
the research on social time. Next this paper clarifies and summarizes the development
course of research on social norms to expound the characteristics of the research on
each stage. Then this paper analyzes the basic contents of the theory of social norms
from the perspective of different categories and generalizes the fundamental opinions,
consensuses and disagreements of different researchers on these issues. Finally after
the general study of the theory of social norms in United States, the last part of this
paper gives the brief summery and reflections of this academic current and suggests
that the research of social norms in Unites States lacks a unified research paradigm.
The study of this paper presents the basic scene of the theory of social norms in
United States and reveals the shortage of the research methods and its absence of a
unified research paradigm. The analysis and clarification of this paper demonstrate the
great views and scientific methods of the theory of social norms, it would be helpful
for the study of our local informal institutions.
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